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SOME COIIIII,{ENTS ON THE APPIICATION OF IITR'J#UIARIIY OF YARNS

by

F.H. Germans, Vezelinstituut T,N.O,, Delft, HolLa.nd

Introduction

trrom the I.T{"T.0. co-operative experi-ments on yrarrr lrregu:arity 1) it

appeared that the visual appreciation of the cloth, manufactured from

the yarns S, T and V was welf conformable to the "ove::al1 irregularity"

of the nrass per unit length of the yarns.

There is, however, an alternative possibillty of obtalning an

i,npression of the evenness of the yarns which proves to be in accordance

with the appreciation of the cloth.
As regards the estimation of regularity by visu,al judgment, the

following remarks can be made:

f) ln appreciation of a great length of yarn 1s obtained in a snal-I

compass.

2) ff one looks at a certain yarn element of e.g. a weft threadt one

compares this irwoluntarily with neighbouring yarn elements lying

1n adjoinlng weft threads. Accordir€IXr one does not compare two

successive yarn elements of the same thread (which do not differ
appreciably as a rule), trt elements of this thread fying much further

apart, vj:z. at an average distance of the width of the fabric. A simi-

Iar ]ine of thought can be applied to the warp threads '

Description of the method

Taking this into consideration, it is possible to produce diagrams

of the regularity of yarns in a very short time by applying a method

which produces diagrams giving a visual impression which i.s probably in

good agreement with the visual estimation of the regr.ilaritlr of the cloth,

viz. by recording the diagrams iliscontinuously, the result is that two

successive dashes on the diagram originate from two yarn elements lying

at a ccrtain distance from one another in the yarn with an interstruce of,

salrr 50 to 60 cm. By doing so an appreciation of the regularity by

rrsamplingrr is possible, whiLe at the same time a diagram of about 1 m

long is representative of several hundreds of neters of yarn, which is

imposslble if the nornnl continuously record.ed diagrams are used.
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As an illustration of our method, diagrams of the afore-mentioned

yarns S, T and V made in thj-s wayr are represented in Fig. 1.

On the ordinate the mass per unit length of th'e yarn has been plotted.

[he djagrams reere recorded on an electrically controlled regularity tester

with automatic registration. The yarn is passed thror:gh the feeler dis-

continously, i.e, the thread stops between the feeler for 0r5 sec" (tfre

registration apparatus moving continuously), thus produciirg the vertical
dashes in I'ig. 1, and subsequently it is puIIed rapidly through the

feeler during the nert 0r5 sec., produeing the whimsical communicating

lines between the dashes. fhen the yarn stops again for Or5 sec., records

another ilash, moves for another 0r! sec., etc.
Iihen these djagrams of the yarns S, T and V are placed in the order

of increasing irregularity, one cannot but arrange them as is done in
F:g. 1, which arrangement is in perf ect agreement' with the visr:aI judg-

ment of the cloth. If, however, diagrams are recorded continuously, the

differences are less striklng (cf. Fig . 2). This is obviously connected

with the fact that these diagrams are not representative of an adeqriate

quantity of lErrr.
When the reguJarity of the yarns was compared by means of the black

card method, the differences between the yarns S and T turned out to be

very sma}l, so that several persons, to whose judgments these cards were

submitted, placed them in the order T, S and V rather than S, T and V"

Discussion

The appreciatlon of irregularity of yarns by means of discontinuous-

Iy recorded diagrams is more efficient because it glves, statisticalty
speaklng, more information in the same length of graph than the con-

tinuously recorded diagrams. fn addition, the first-mentioned diagrams

are a rm,rch better approach of the visual- e:ramination of the irregular-
ities in a fabrj-c. The visual judgment necessarily lacks the objectivity

of therroverall irregularityrtmethod, It is feasible, howwer, to make

ttstandard diagramsirwhlch could serve as a basis of comlnrison at every

Iaboratory 2) ana might enable us to interchange data which are stfficimt-
1y e:ract for practical PurPoses.

Delft, January 1949.

(proof), p,ZJ.
black card. standards for cotton.

r; r.1lr,T.o. Techno Comm" Proc. 1948
2) This by analogy with the A,S,T.M.
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2
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